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Report on the second stage of Unido project : assistance to the Ministry   - 

of Industry and Tourism on policies connected with the promotion and development 

of the textile Industry . 
ir.THODiicnoi; 

In the absence of recent reliable data on the textile industries  of the six - 

Andean countries, five months have been spent  by th« textile Group of the 

Planning Department of MIT in visiting 79 factories and 30 public and private 

institutions . 

The factories visited are producing 67-87%  of all cotton  system woven   - 

piece goods i.e, cotton and blends, in the   six GRAN   countries. Mills visited in 

other sectors produced 25-70% of yarns and cloths of all kinds on the woolen and 

worsted system. The team also visited 10-37%   of mills which produce knitted goods« 

Woven cotton system prece goods produced in Gran amount to 700 million - 

linear metres for a combined population estimated to   be 70 million people ; 

therefore the per capita consumpt is an average of 1 0 metres • 

This  compares with about 60 metres in USA and 25-40 metres in Europe. 

r   t     1 Country Estimated 
population 

Estimated 
market 
demand 

Per capita 
consumed 
i n   metres 

Overall consumpt 

Venezuela 

Colombia 

Ecuador 

Bolivia 

Chile 

Peru 

11 .3 

23.3 

6.7 

5.4 

9.3 

14.0 

108 

300 

38 

34 

100 

128 

9.6 

12.9 

5.7 

6.3 

10.8 

9.1 

708      = 10.1 

70 

Total 70.0 708 average =1 0 
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The comparative figures for USA and Europe are six time» or thrice the GRAN 

average of 1 0 metres, which illustrates the long way they have   to go to attain even 

turopc-an stunduufc of - loth v xiMimption , It can be argued that leu clothing is - 

needed in countiies blessed v. i ih steady and delightful climates, but the figures - 

confimi statistics of comparative wealth . 

That Ecuodoi aiui Bolivia are very poor, whilst the average population of the 

remaining 4 «.ountnes lu.-, t ycipaiatively little acquisitive-power , 

fe 
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The findings of the textile Group in the six countries were tabulated 

alphabetically, and recorded on standardised statements for ease of visual scanning. 

The letters used were Ato E, having the following values : 

A = 100 

AB = 90 

B = 80 

BC = 70 

C = 60 

CD = 50 

D = 40 

DE = 30 

E = 20 

Country Mi- 

nings 

Air 
condi- 
tion 

Spinning Prep« for 

Weaving 

Weaving inish- 
ing 

GRAN 
Pe- 
peen 

Over- 
all 

Total 
Av 

Ar 
First 
6 

Column 

Vene  - 
zuela 73 78 73 73 60 100 68 80 76 76 

Colombia 86 80 70 77 63 95 93 92 82 79 

Ecuador 67 47 60 73 73 100 63 73 70 70 

Bolivia 65 20 40 58 50 90 60 65 56 54 

Chile 73 58 70 68 ¿7 87 68 68 69 69 

Perú 51 51 73 80 68 83 62 73 68 67 
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The conclusion is that Colombia is only a little better equipped than 

Venezuela., Ecuador, Chile and Peru, which are for all praticai purposes equal. 

Bolivia ¡s definitely inferior in all respects except finishing equipment. Peru and - 

Bolivia are pulled down by inferiority in buildings and atmospheric control. 

Having largely eliminated Buildigns, installations and machinery the other 

important variable? should be considered : 

COST AND FINANCIAL CHARGES 

% of total in New African 

spinning mill 

1.- Raw Materials 69.0 
2.- Wages and salaries 2.7 
3.- Social charges 0.3 
4.- Pomer and lighting 3.0 
5.- Mill supplies and Administration 3.0 
6.- Packing and transport 3.0 
7.- Long tern loans 6.0 
8.- Short tern loans 1.0 
9.- Depreciation 12.0 
10.- Export subsidies ~ 

TOTAL 100.0 

1.- Raw Materials 

The percentages apply to new spinning mill, anywhere unlets abnormal       - 

distortion, exist as in Peru e.g. |f P.ruv¡an splnnen^re forced to us« Tar«oil 

at 63 US  cents/lb. instead of Colombian 1 1/16" S.M. at 45 US centr/Lb. it 

will put the cost of yarn up by 28% . 
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69 units of cotton x 63 cents    = 

45 cents 

31    cost items (2-10) 

100 

97   Units of cost 

=     31        units     of cost ( unchanged) 

128 

Note that the cotton content using Tanguis in place of short staple cotton 

advances from 69%  of total cost to 76.0% 

The effect of a 28% increase in manufacrurirg cosh is three-fold : 

1.-     It becomes impossible to export coarse and medium count-yarns. 

2.-     The entire population of Peru is compelled to buy all ordinary cotton 

goods at prices in wich the basic yarn component has a built in 

inflation of 28%   . 

3.-    When the Andean Pact come« into full force the Peruvian Textile     - 

industry, based on coarse and medium count cotton could be extinguished 

by any one of the five other countries, assuming that sufficient 

productive capacity either exists or would be installed. And the world's 

textile machinery suppliers, backed by their Governments, would install 

the new machinery for them gladly on long term credit . 

The economic and politico-social necessity for a supply of short staple cotton 

at international prices is irrefutable . 

Consideration of the methods which should be adopted are beyond the brief of this 

assigment. 

They fall  into two clearly defined areas :  - 

1.-    The selection, propagation  and large-scale commercial development of the 

most suitable strains of short and medium staple cotton. 

2.-    Import of short staple cotton from best inte,   irlonal sources . 

IU 1   It is difficult to imagine reasons which could |u«tifiably prevent a long- 

term short staple cotton development policy providing that the 

Government Agencies concerned could guarantee that all specimen seed 

wo» free of dii 
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Re 2 fhe danger of importing cotton together with ineradicable pests such 

as Pink V 1 - Worm, Lagarta Rosada, i, so great that it would be - 

lunatic to do so un.ess and unti, the danger can be completely eliminated, 

The problem is so well known and so bitterly debated for so many - 

years that a new approach is called for . The Gemment of Peru - 

could request a ma¡or assistance proiect to resolve the matter once 

and for all, through  bi-lateral or United Nation channels . 

The situation of other • materials has been covered in the report of ' 

the first Unido assistance to the project. 

As a general rule it is important to the future of GRAN trading that 

fhe *ix countries should have equal access   to raw materials, 

preferably at international prices. 

However the special case of synthetic fibres should be mentioned      - 

because the small scale of the producing units result» ir vervhigh     - 

production cost. But if they are the same for all countries it should 

not cause undue problems. High manufacturing  costs are   inevitable 

in the first stages of industrial, development. 

2.- Wages and Salaries   :  8 Hour shift . Textile Industry . 

Country 

Venezuela 

1 Minimum 

Salary 

21.50 

J Average 

Salar/ 

25.80 

Exchange 
Rate 

US$ 100 

4.40 

.. 

us$ 

5.90 

Social 
Charge 8 

% 

80 

1 US$   x 
Cargos 

Sociales 
in u\ 

Colombia 

Ecuador 

40.00 

52.00 

59.00 

75.00 

27.60 

25.20 

2.14     i 

2.98 

no 
103 

• uvou 

•      4-»     • 

6.05 
Bolivia 75.00 87.00 20.00 4.35 97 8.60 
Chile 5,000 7,000 2,000 3.50 125 7.85 
Peru 185.00 339.00 43.80 

— .... 
7.80 92 
  

15.00 
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The figures for mínimum and Average Salary are fhe averages of information obtained 

from mill managements in the cours*   interviews. 

Peru's Textile wages, adjusted for estimated Social cha rges are :   - 

50%      higher than Venezuela 

100%      higher than the average of Bolivia, Chile y Ecuador 

230%      higher than Colombia 

Bolivia appear, to be higher than Chile, and Ecuador and 91% higher than Colombia ; 

even Ecuador is 34% higher than Colombia . 

A percentage breakdown of cosh has been given for a typical new African 

Apinning Mill , 

In it wages and Salaries are 2.7% of total cost and Social Charges are 10% 

on Wages i.e. 0.3% . 

One reason why the figure for wages is such a small percentage of cosh is 

that the mill ¡s planned in every derail to be as productive as mills in Latin America 

where-as machine operatives earn US $ 1 .35 per 8 hours shift . 

Peruvian worker, earn US $ 7.80 + 92%  Social Charges = US$  15 per 8 hours whfch 

is almost as much as the Average United State« Textile operative. 

Presuming that all other cosh in the African example remain unchanged : 

3.0 units of Wages including Social Charges x 15^0)   -   33 uni h of cost. 

1.35 97_units unchanged 
97.0 cast items, unchanged 

100.0 130 

Peru is therefor» 30% more expensive per kilo than the African model in 

wages, as well as 28% more exprensive in raw material cash, which rules our all 

prospect of exporting coarse and medium count yarns . 

Instead of wages representing 3% of manufacturing cost in African they would become 

25.4% in Peru's COM. 
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Thi, ¡s the »ort of figure which coll» for o high dVgree of automation ond this i, why 

the latest American mill» are equipped to allocate 7,000 spindles to each (motorised) 

ring spinner as compared with the 1,776 »pindles attended by the African or Latin 

American spinner i .e. The American spinner operates 4 times the number of spindles, 

at 95%  efficiency, for not more than 50% greater real salary (* 2.75 per hour) 

Total Labour Cost per Spindle 

Peru 

us$ 15,00 

X 

USA 

us$ 22.00 

1/776     =   0.846 cents 

7,000    = 0.314 cents 

There fore the USA Labour cost i, 37% of Peruvian Labour cost wr-n companing o 

new American mill with the average Pe   vían mill , 

A fairer Comparison might be to compare the best rir, fromm in the best Pww,an 

mill with the American mill e.g # 

U.S.   $ 

U.S.   $ 

15v00 

22.00 

3,500     »  0*429 

7,000     -  0.314 

In this extreme case which is not representative of trueconditlom in Pen,, the USA 

Labour cost is still only 73%   of total Peruvian Labour cost. 

Ihm. international comparisons are a prelude to compari«« of wo*, in the Andoon 

Countries : - 

Not.:    The «„all number of mill. in .»ch country which produce p|.c.good^ th. 

cotton system resulta in statistical data which is subject to distortion. ..g. 

when 1 out of 4 milLi8 abnormal and unrepnssentative. Also information 

about spindle allocation, i, incomplet.. Th. flour, below an, for th. avo**, 

mill în each country . 
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Vonozuola 

Colombia 

Ecuador 

Bolivia 

Chi I« 

Poru 

10.60 

4.50 

6.05 

8.60 

7.85 

15.00 

1/900 spindl« 

2,750 spindli 

1,776 spindli 

750 spindli 

2,100 spindl« 

2,000 spindl« 

0.558 conti p«r spindle 

0.164 confi 

0.341 conti 

1.147 conti 

0.374 conti 

0.750 conti 

Tho abovo figuro« aro basod on actual daily total wog«, and avorago actual spinello 

allocations por oporarivo i.o. thoy aro roal comparativo figuro*, not thoorotical. 

Ecuador and Chilo aro Meo as oxporaivo as Colombia at 0.341 conti and 0.374 
conti por day . 

Poru is moro than four Hmos as oxporaivo as Colombia at 0.750 conti. 

Bolivia , owing to small allocation« has tho highoit roal cost por spindl« which Is 

sovon tlmoi as oxporaivo as Colombia at 1.147 conti . 
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The use os Tanguis cotton instead of short staple increase, yarn costs by 28% 

and the substitution of Peruvian labour costs instead of African cosh increases the - 

labour element from 3% in the comparative model to 33. 

AFRICAN MODEL 

Raw Materials o9      x       63 cents.    = 

45 cents. 

Wage-, and Social 3      X        15.00 US $ . 

charges. 1 .35 US $ 

Unchanged items 28 

New 

Peruvian Typical Mil 

97 

33 

28 

100% 158% 

Raw Material 69% 97x100 61% 

158 

Wages and Social 

charges 3% 33 xlOO    = 21% 

158 

Loans and Depreciati on 

(Financial charges) 19% 19x100 

158 

12% 

Pomer, transport 

91% 94% 

mill supplies 9% 6% 

100% 100% 

The»« calculations show that three items of cost account for over 90% of 

yarn cost in both cases. 

In the African Model   Raw Material, and Financial charges are  88% . 

In the Peruvian Typical Mill Raw Material and total wages are 82% plus 

12%   for financial charges = 94%. 

It is suggested that the minor costs such as Power, Mill supplies, packing 

and transport should be assumed to be equal   in cases . 

The quantity of power consumed should be equal for a given  load and the 

same number of hours . The cost per unit is thought to be cheaper marginally in 

Peru but the amount should not affect the comparison overall . 

Mill supplies and Administration should be approximately equal for new 

identical mills« 

Packing and transport for identical tonnages of yam should be equal unless 

the distances to market are different. For 3% of cost such vu ri enee are unimportant. 

It must be assumed that identical mills of similar level of technology will 

have approximately equal capital casts. If 25,000 spindles of first quality machinery 

cost US $ 10'000,000 In Africa the price should be similar in Peru. Financing costs 

will vary marginally from country to country, but not enough to make substantial 

differences. Depreciation charges must be equal if installation capital charges are 

practically the same • 

It follows form this analysis of manufacturing cosh that all cash except Raw 

Materials and total Labour cosh are approximately equal for new mills which are 

erected anywhere in the world . 

It has also been proved by very derailed examination of complete textile 
little r 

mills In the six Andean countries that there is/difference between the average manufacturing 

installations , apart from Colombia being marginally better and Bolivia being rather 

worse • 

Some people may doubt the validity of this statement In which case they should 

him to the technical assessment which forms the major item In reports of visih of 70 

factories . 

.. 
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They rright t* soprised to find that in Colombia. 

!.-    Opening and Scutching machinery ¡$ mostly obsolete. 

2.-    Carding has not been converted to High Production and large cam 

in many cases , 

3.-     Drawing is obsolete in some cases, although this process should 

have beer< completely modernised . 

4.-     Roving is partly modern and partly obsolete. 

5.-    Ring spinning is mostly with obsolete machine, which have been 

modernised in drafting and creels . 

6.-    Looms are generally old and conventional . 

7.-    Finishing is generally new. 

In spite of this Colombia compared with the other 5 countries I, 

marginally better equipped overall; note that it would be a financial impoMlbllity 

for Colombia to modern«« it, three great cotton system mill, f. an advanced .lag. 

of technology, as the cost is estimated to be around US $ 200'000,000 for Te|l - 

Condor , Fabricoto and Coltejer together . 

Their published balance sheets show that this sort of money i, not 

available from current margins of profit, Ap^îa„y   whîl$, WOf|d ^..„^ 

on which they depend to some extent, are in recession . 

The secret of Colombia', very real advantage in GRAN appear to 
be these : - 

1.- 

2.- 

3.- 

4.- 

5.- 

Cheap and productive labour 

Acce« to cotton and some ohW raw material ar or below Int^natianal 
prices. 

Economics of scale . 

Ma» production techni^n*u,rtnQ from 3, and laro, domarle market. 

Superior Management with -WAmorican style production technique, 

wh,ch us. their chsx,P/ amenable and productive labour to th. best    - 

advanh*., «plating labour by basically pafrnalisHc methods . 
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Strangely «nought the large mill in Ecuador has little to fearfrom loyal 

.•omP«t. ior. originating from Colombia. The world loyal hai an exact meaning in 

the textile context. 

In refers to subsidies of all sorts, which can influence textile markets for political 

reasons. As an example a Far Eastern country exported standard grey cotton cloth 

for many years at prices which did not cover the cost of the cotton contained in 

the yarn . The  calculation proving this assertion was simple and irrefutable . 

The largest Ecuadorian mill is possibly ideal in scale; they have free accès 

to raw materials and their cosh should be much the same as Colombian except for 

labour . 

But labour only amounts to an estimated 5% of Colombian spinning cosh 

where as Ecuador has 5%   X   2.98 US $  per 8 hours - 7% 

2.14   US$ per 8 hours 

If all their other costs are equal this means that Ecuarorian spinning cost is 

2% more per kilo of yarn than Colombia's • 

The cost of export packing, transport to docks, maritime freight to des tino H on 

and transport for docks to market (Quito) is very much more than the 2% advantage 

Colombia has over Ecuador in labour cost . 

The whole question of transport costs between all Andean countries for 

textile products deserves special study . 

It is not vorthcomparing Colombia and Peru as far as coarse and medium 

textile goods are concerned . It appears to be/more profitable excercise to investigate 

the lines of production in the existing textile industry which merit promotion and to 

try to Identify new product lines . 

These very difficult questions require more time than Is available, but a short 

preliminary study with suggested lin«which merit promotion will be submitted to the 

Nonnina Group as a starring point for further Investigation. 
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METHÜDOLOGY 

THE PERUVIAN TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN THE ANDEAN fiROMP 

In addition to   reviewing the mass of information contained in past studies, the 

textile GROUP   visited more than 40 factories and Institutionen Peru. 

The objectives were to determine lines of production in the existing Textile       - 

Industry which merit promotion, taking into account the need for specialization, in    - 

order  to compete in the Andean market. Also to identify opportunities in new product 

lines« 

There is no lack of information and professional opinions on the past performance 

of the industry; but both the information ond the opinions are not always recent, and 

there is very little factual information on actual textile   industry performance in the   - 

five GRAN countries . 

The 38 factories visited by the Textile Group or estimated to represent  50-60% 

of the output of the industry; factories of all major enterprises were visited , as well as 

several medium and small companies, in order to secure as  true a picture as possible of 

a complex industry. 

The visits have provided data about the physical condition of each factory, e.g. 

1. Name 

2. Code Number 

3. Sector 

4. Locality 

5. Area 

6. Type of building 

7. Type of Air conditioning 

8. Number of workers and staff 

9. Machinery installed 

10. Principal Products 

We have also supplied the following general headings : 

11 • Prospects in Context of the Andean Group 

12.    Major Problems 
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1 «1  Common to most mills 

1 .2 Raited by individual mil It 

13, Overall Impression 

Subjective assesment of enterprises based on : 

2.1 Condition and quality of Assetti 

2.2 Apparent quality of management 

14. E»timated Productive Capacity 

Tfms of Reference 

The strict term, of reference of this second phase of Unido Assistance refer to 

Marketing problems, i.e. what lino of production merit promotion in order to    - 

comp**« in the Andean market?   It is a task which calls for the cooperation of a   - 

professional Markotino consultant .  The Unido Consultant, Mr. Horbs* Herzberg, 

has been collaboratine with the Ministry of Commerce on the International Marketing 

of Peruvian Textiles .  It is hped that the Textile Group of the Ministry of Industry 

will have access to his unique experience • 

Methodology 

The Textile Group developed a flexible approach based on the maximum p^bl. 

number of mill  visits , 

Contrary to some opinioni exprussd in previous reports, the Group was 

invariably received with the maximum of courtesy, and the discussions were friendly, 

cooperative and candid. At the outset, the Texti le Group asked for help from the    - 

Comité Toxttl and the success of the mill visits Is due to them . 

The Textile Group wishes to correct another misconception which occurs in      - 

previous reports. The quality and obvious dedication of top management was impressive . 

Trssre is no tack of gifted entrepreners, who have shown great skill in their choice of new 

machinery . There was evidence everywhere of the skill of local mechanic* and workers. 

lut then» was often complot« absence of formally trained middle management. This 

weakness could have bad repercussions in the context of the Andean Group because the 

cost and quality oompetlveness of any textile industry can depend on the effectiveness 

of middle management. In Paru this weakness can bo traced partly to the trouble and 
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expense of sending suitable young people to international training centén. It was 

noted that the high efficiency of one of the largest textile group was due to a - 

deliberate policy of training potential managers for long periodi in recognized - 

world textile schools. The Government should encourage the highest quality of - 

training and should avail itself of a$ much assistance as possible from international 

institutions such as UNIDO . 

Information secured in a series of short visits will not be perfect. The Textile 

Group was more interested to hear the opinions of Management than to collect   - 

statistics . The attached statement is based on notes taken at the time of each     - 

visits. It shows a series of snapshots, in which some of the detail is blurred, and whore 

the camera was not quite srraiaht on all oc cam on.-. 

But it serves to illustrate some of the strengths and weaknesses of the most important 

group of manufacturing industries in the country . 

It was considered to be essential to attempt this analysis of actual condì Horn 

before attempting to isolate lines of production that merit promotion • 

Is was also concidered essential to visit all GRAN countries to obtain valid 

recent data on their textile industries, using similar methods to those employed in 

Peru . A smaller number of mills and institutions was sampled and exchange of 

information took place in the best interests of all concerned. The unanimously 

friendly and hospitable response from all five countries indicates that the initiative 

of MIT, supported by United Nations, has been worthwhile. The findings of these 

visits are given aftar the analysis of conditions in the local textile industry . 

Analysis of Peruvion Textile Industry Conditions - Nov. 1974 

1 -2    Code number should be used without specifying names of companies , if the 

statement is to be published. 

3       Sec tan. The 38 mills srejegsd in the foltoq+ng activities : 

Spinning, Weaving and Rnisning Piece Goods of Cortea and Hands. 

Flacking 

vOJaaa Mansa, Wool system 

•lanaBj waBiaa system 
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Circular knitting outerwear 

Circular knitting underwear 

Full Fashioned knitting, outerwear 

Socks and stockings, Hosiery 

Tricot and Ras che I knitting 

Lace and Embroidery 

Non-Woven Fabrics 

Sewing Thread 

Extrusion and spinning of synthetic  filaments 

Texturization of synthetic filaments 

The barriers between different textile sectors are disppearing and it is 

conceivable that one master group such as Courtauld's or AKZO could engage in all 

of these 14 activities, plus several more such as Tapes, Absorbent cottons, Open-end 

spinning, Adhesive spinning, Coarse spinning, weaving and  sack making Semi- 

worsted spinning for carpet industry, Jacquard weaving for   carpets, Tapestry and 

Upholstery industry, Velvets.    Complete Towelling plants, specialized sheeting 

mills, Transfer Printing, Laminated Fabrics and wall coverings* 

It will be seen from this incomplete list of textile activities that the terms of 

reference present a difficult task to the Textile Group« It would seem advisable to 

leave the detailed lines of production to the top management of Industry, which   - 

should in the best position to make  choices of : ''w product lines. 

The UNIDO Consultant will be attending the auadmnninl world exhibition of 
Octobp r 

Textile Machinery tobe held in Milan - "ITMA" - in/1975, in his personal capacity. 

In his opinion the Planning   Grouo  of the MIT should be represented at this 

exhibition. After visiting about io    institution   mills in the six  Andean countries, 

the members of the Planning Group would benefit greatly from such an opportunity 

to evaluate the latest development in machinery and  techniques . 
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4.-    Locality 

The following code has been used : 

exarrp le : L. Ind A  =   Lima Industrial District, ficellent site. 

Abbreviations used : 

L      =   Lima 

Ar    =   Arequipa 

Ta    =   Tacna 

Ind  =   Industrial District (or zone) 

Semi-Ind = Mixed Locality of douwful suitability 

Res     =   Residential district, improper for industry 

Evaluation of site 

modern 

A     =   Excellent : on a /industrial development with all faciliti« including 

room for expansion* 

B      =   Good : normal site in industrial district 

C     =   Adequate 

D     =   Passable 

E     *   Unsuitable : such as residential districts, or cramped, bod situ near 

city centre . 

5.-   Area 

The sites visited in and around Lima vary from  Excellent to Unsuitable« Many 

sites are fully developed without room for expansion and several have been 

zoned for other purposes and are illegal for industry. Most new sites only  - 

have roam for double the present plant, which is inadequate  space for now 

industries • 

j 
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This may indicata that torn« industrialists may not wiih to expand unduly on 

present sit«. From Government's point of view their lack of ampi« »pac« male« 

it easier to encourage decentralisation . 

The majority of textile mills in Arequipa and Tacna have been classed as 

Excellent or Good. In order to speed up decentralisation, so as to reduce cong«- 

tion in Lima and to benefit more distant places, the industrial «tat«  of Arequipa 

and Tacna are recommended, Successful decentralisation to other  parts of Peru 

will depend upon the provision of  infrastructure and the removal of dis-incentiv«. 

ó.- Type of Building 

Summary of categor?« 

A = Excellent, i .e. insulated modern buiIding of good d«ign , and 

first quality materials throughout, with wide pillar- leu spara, 

and excellent floor surfac« and lighting . 

B        -        Good, 1 .e typical Saw-tooth building of good quality, with good pillar 

spacing and partial insulation • 

C       •       Adequate, Ordinary industrial building which is mainly of saw-tooth 

construction, with excewive number of pillars and without insulation. 

D       »        Passable, Industrial buildings which give a minimum of protection to 

plant and machinery • 

E        '       iüSÍSüS!!' &***•*** »noddy, lightweight building, of poor quality, 

or obsolete industrial buildings of antiquated d«ign . 
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Classification of buildings inspected 

Number 

4 

2 

10 

2 

4 

1 

2 

3 

10 

38 

Category 

A 

A/B 

B 

B/C 

C 

C/D 

D 

D/E 

E 

Number X 

Category 

4 

2 

10 

2 

4 

1 

2 

3 

10 

x 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Extension 

4 

4 

30 

8 

20 

6 

14 

24 

90 

200 

200    _ * 
   - Average Category = 5«27 = C - C/D 

38 

(Factory Number 26, Lanifìcio del Peru was cla»ed a. two faerie, beca«, 

•pinning and weaving of blends (26) Is different from Needle-MHng (26o). 

Comment 

26% of all buildings m eia».d a. ¡nadeouqte, I..., rtwy fi,» inh) ^ W 

of all categories. 

The average Mill was slightly lets than adequate . 

26% were cla»ed as good and 10% were considered Excellent. If» drfnJtlon of 

Excellent I. quit. mod«t "Injulafd modem but 14 no of good design, and first    - 
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quality material throughout with wide piHaHess »pant and excellent floor surface 

and lighting". Only 4 out of 38 mills satitfitd these specifications . 

The absence of rain in the Urna district, where 85% of textile mills are located 

may account for part of the poorness of mill factory buildings. 

But modern technology requires strict standard in repect of atmospheric control, 

including dust extraction, noise control, , inflation, lighting and material 

handling . 

In order to achieve higher productivity, the quality of buildings requieres upgrading 

in 90% of mills, or the provision of completely new modern sheds • 

7.-    Type of Air Conditioning 

Installations and Air conditioning are usually classed together, but it was 

found that all installations were of reasonable quality whereas most Atmospheric 

control equipment was defective, inoperative or missing. So it was decided to 

concentrate on Air conditioning in this analysis . 

Summary of Catégoriel 

Excellent. Full Central Station Air conditioning with refrigeration and flist 

class distribution, as wall as return air systems . 

Temperature and humidity controlled within close tolerances. 

Good. As above, but with individual type Ducts to ensure accurate humidity 

control, without refrigeration, i.e. Evaporative cooling« 

Adequate. Partial Armospheric control and ventilation where required, using 

Evaporative cooling ovar critical machines. 

Passable. Minimum ventilation and humidity control 

Inadéquate, No Atmospheric control . 

B 

C 

D 

E 

59% of mills visitasi visitad rad no 

classified between Adequata am 

10% of all milk were classed as 

no afmeaehortc amiral • Use mill 
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The inadequacy of atmospheric control, coupled with the poor qualify of industrial 

buildings, accounts for part of the low level of productivity. Costly machinery - 

and expensive laU>ur cannot be made productive under such conditions . 

8.-  Number of Workers and Staff 

Approximate figures have been given to indicate the importance of each mill as 

an employer of labour. The group has had to accept figures mentioned in conversation 

by technical management. 

9«- Machinery installed 

Overall classification of machinery has been divided amongst .- 

Spinning 

Preparation for weaving 

Weaving 

Knitting 

Processing and Finishing 

Summary of Categories 

A     = 

C     * 

D     = 

-     Excellent. Machinery of recent dare which compares with new machinery 

for Advanced Technology and productivity , 

1965-1974 - Approximate dare of manufacture . 

Good. Conventional Machinery of recent date . 

1960-1974. 

Adequate. Best marks of conventional machinery produced In 1950«s, with 

renovation of essential parts . 

1950-1959 

Passable. Best marks of conventional machinery produced in the 1M0S 

when fully renovated . 

1940 - 1949 

Knitting machinery was claeeed differently as   it beoomee 
obsolete much sooner in some cases. "oomee 
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Unsulrable. Pre 1940 machinery un leu suitable for complete 

renovation in special cases, e.g. Conversions to High 

Production Carding, utilising heavy antique cards of standasd 

makes. 

10.-     Principal Products 

11.- 

In the short time available for each visit, the team gathered 

information from management, from inspectir materials in process and , 

whenever possible, from evaluatir* finished   *ds in mill warehouses. 

We were usually conducted th     jh the mills by practical 

technicians who had an excellent grasp of manufacturing, without any 

knowledge of marketing. 

The visits were made at, or near holiday time when the cloth 

seen during  processing may have been abnormal and the most desirable 

products will have been desparched from mill warehouces for the Christmas 

trade. The team also saw very large quantities of finished good in the shops 

of all six countries . 

ThU sort of practical evoluatfon does not pretend to take the 

place of a professional marketing study . 

Prospects In Andean Group 

The same simp le yardsticks have been app lied p roamatically to 

the prospects of each company visited In the six countries , J.e . 

A 

B 

C 

0 

E 

Excellent 

Good 

Fair 

Passable 

The results ore based on an epe-wtsel el all data collected by the 

toanv they Indicar« the team's «time* of commercial prospect, when the 

Andean Pact com« into full operation . 
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12.-     Mojor Problems 

The management of the first mill visited in Peru gave the team a 

list of major problems which are afflicting the industry as a who I« . 

In consequent visits to mills in GRAN country note woe taken 

in each mill of the major problems encountered  by management . 

Remarkable similarity was recorded under the following headings : 

Labour questions, 

Labour cost , 

Labour productivity 

Material costs, 

Material Input problems, 

Spares Input problems , 

Scale of production 

Excessive variety and short production runs, 

Marketing including current general recession, 

Lack of working capital, 

Lack of trained middle management, 

Socio political distortions , 

Obsolescent plant, mach inery and buildings, 

High cost of new machinery and eq uipment, 

Comparisons between the different countries will be 

heating as part of the general analysis of data • 
l1).-    Overall  impression as in item  11. 

14.-   Estimated »reductive Capacity. 

Whenever possible an overall figure productive capacity was 

requested from technical management expressed in metres, klles or units 

according to the product range • 

In mast coses it was no» possible to check the Information ether 

than by o superficial appraisal of machinery Irei« I led and by judaing the 

approximate weight per square 

J 
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Cloth is generally expressed in metres , 

Yarn is generally expressed in kf los 

Socia and stockings in dozens • 
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